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A Mal'cev type condition for the semi-distributivity 
of congruence lattices 
GABOR CZEDLI 
1. Introduction. A variety of algebras is said to be congruence semi-distributive 
if in the congruence lattices of its algebras the semi-distributive law, 
(V</>) ( V I / 0 (V>Y) (<P V = (p\/>i=>(pVil/ = « P V O M V ) ) , 
holds. JONSSON [4, Problem 2 .18] and GUMM [3] ask whether there exists a weak 
Mal'cev condition that characterizes congruence semi-distributivity of varieties. Now, 
to characterize congruence semi-distributivity of varieties, we intend to present a 
Mal'cev type condition, which is somewhat weaker than a weak Mal'cev condition 
in the sense of J6NSSON [4]. 
2. A Mal'cev type condition. First, for any integers and we 
define a graph G(s1; ..., sn) whose vertices are the integers 0,1, ..., k(slt ..., s„). 
The edges of G(sx, ..., sn) will be denoted by ordered pairs (/, j) with /</', and 
will be coloured by the elements of T = {cp, \jf, q). (The pair (/', j) without providing 
/'</' can mean the edge ( j , /) for 
Let k(s1)=s1 and define G(sJ as follows: 
^ f "f If or if 
0 2 3 I 5 si 4 
(the colours cp and i¡/ alternate). 
Suppose ..., sn) is already defined and consider the following linear 
ordering of the edges of G(st, ..., s„): 
0'i.A) < O2J2) iff either ¡x < i2 or = i2 and A 
Suppose n is odd (even, respectively). Let 
O'o, Jo) < O'l Ji) < • • •< (i,, j,) 
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be the t/f-coloured (»/-coloured, resp.) edges of G(slt ..., s„) whose endpoints can-
not be connected by a path which consists of edges coloured by the elements of 
(r \{l}> resp.)- Now we construct the graph G(sx, ...,s„, sn+1) by adding 
new vertices and new edges as follows: 
(i) we add (i+l)(5„+i—1) new vertices, i.e. 
k(sx, ..., s„, s„+1) = k(slt ..., J„)+(/ + l ) ( i n + i - l ) , 
and for any r, 0 ^ r S i , 
(ii) denoting k(sx, ..., s„) by k we add the edges 
(ir,k+r(sn+1-l) + l); 
(,k + r(sn+1-l) + q, k + r(sn+1-l) + q+l), 1 ^ q ^ sn+1-2; 
(fe + r(s„+1 —l) + s„+1 —1, jr), 
among which 
(ir,k+r(s„+1-l)+l); 
(k + r(sn+1-\) + q,k + r(sn+1-l) + q+l), 1 ^ q Ä sn+1-2, q even; 
(k + r(sn+1-l)+sn+1-l,jr), provided s„+1 is odd, 
are coloured by tj (<p, resp.) and the others are coloured by cp (ip, resp.). 
For example, G(3, 3, 2) is the following graph. 
For 7igr define n(s1, ..., sn) to be the equivalence relation on the vertex 
set of G(i l s ..., sn) generated by {(/, j): (i,j) is an edge of G(s1, ..., j„) coloured 
by 7t}. 
For m^l let U(m, s1, ..., s„) denote the following strong Mal'cev condition: 
There exist k(sx, ..., sn) +1 -ary terms / 0 , / i , . . . ,/m such that the identities 
f0(x,: i = k) = x0, fm(Xi: i =s k) = x1, 
f}{xil?\ i ^ k) =fj+1(xi<p: i S k) for j even, O s j S m - l , 
fj(xiif\ i S k) =fJ+1(x^: i S k) for j odd, 0 ^ j ^ m - 1 , and 
fjixin: i — k) =fj+i(xm: ' — k) for j odd, Osj^m-l; 
hold, where • k=k(st, ...,sn) and /,•(.r,-: stands for fj(x0, ..., xk). 
Here, for n£r and i^k(slt ..., sn), in denotes the smallest integer j 
(O^j^kisj,, ...,stt)) for which ( U X ^ O i . ...,sn). . . 
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Now we can formulate the following 
Theorem. For any variety V of algebras the following two conditions are equiv-
alent: 
(i) V is congruence semi-distributive; 
(ii) For any infinite sequence s = ( s l 5 j2, s$, ...) of integers ( j f > l , / = 1 , 2, 3, :..) 
there exist integers m, n=s\ such that U(m, st, sn) holds in V. 
3. The proof of the Theorem. In order to prove our theorem, we need several 
statements. 
(i) implies (ii). Let V be a congruence semi-distributive variety of similarity 
type T. Suppose ...) is an infinite sequence of integers £¡>1 (/=1, 2, ...). 
Note that for G(sx, ...,£„) is a subgraph of G(.s1, ..., st), i.e., for 
'Sk(s1} ..., s„) ( i , j ) is a 7r-coloured edge in G(s1} ..., s„) iff it is a 7t-coloured edge 
in G(slt ..., st). Let G(s) be the direct union of the graphs (?($!, ..., $„) ("—!) 
and let X=X(s) = {0,1, 2, ...} denote the vertex set of G(s). For n£F let n(s) = 
OO 
= u ....s„). 
n = l 
Claim 1. For nSt and both nfa, ..., s,) and n(s) restricted to 
{0,1, ..., k(sx, ..., 5„)} are ..., sn). 
This claim is an easy consequence of the definitions. By Claim 1, for any n £ r , 
7t(s) is an equivalence relation. Since 
<P(si, sJVt/Ksi, ..., s„) ^ (p(s1} ..., s „ + 1 ) V ^(Si, ..., s„+1) g 
G <p(sls . . . , S „ + 2 ) V I A ( S 1 , ..., s„+2) 
is also obvious from our definitions, we have 
Cla im 2. (p(s) V (s) = rp(s) V>1 (s) in the lattice of equivalence relations on X. 
Now consider F(X), the free algebra in V generated by X. For any let 
A denote the congruence of F(X) generated by the relation TT(S). Claim 2 together 
with the well-known descriptions of the join of congruences and the congruence 
generated by a relation (cf. GRARZER [2], Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 in § 10, Chapter 1) 
immediately imply 
Cla im 3. 0\/\}/~<p\/fj in the congruence lattice of F(X). 
Since 0 = 1 in F(X), from Claim 3 and from the assumption made 
on V we obtain 0 = 1 (<PV0?V>?)). Therefore there are elements aQ,...,am in F{X) 
such that 
«o = 0, am = 1 
^ aj = aJ + 1(<p) for j even 
aj = «y+iW for j odd 
aj = dj+1% for j odd. 
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Since X generates F(X), there is a finite subset of X that generates a subalgebra 
containing all the Oj- (O^j^m). Hence there are z i^ l and (k(sl> ..., 5„) + l)-ary 
terms in V such that 
(2) Oj =fj(i: i ^ k(s1, ..., s„)) 
holds for all j ^ m in V. For n £ r let 
Xn = i£X and (i,j)£n(s) implies i ^ j } 
and define an onto mapping X^XK by ign=xi iff j = m i n (f: (/, i)£n(s)}. 
Let us denote by W(Y) and W(Yn) the absolutely free algebras of type T generated 
by Y= {>-,•: i£X} and x£X„}, respectively. Let F(XJ be the free V-alge-
bra generated by X„. We consider the natural homomorphisms u: fV(Y)—F(X) 
and v: W(YJ*F(XJ defined by y,u=i (i£X) and ytv=xt ( x ^ Z J . Let p: F(X)-~ 
—F(X„) and q\ W(Y)— fV(YJ be the unique homomorphisms for which ip—ig„ 
(/£ X) and yiq=y iSii (i€X). Then the diagram 
F{X)—P—F(XJ 
commutes. Furthermore, we have ft g Ker p since 7t(s)=Ker 
Now, by (1) and (2), the identities /0(x;: i^kisx, ...,s„))=x0 and 
fm(Xi: i == k(su ..., snj) = xt 
are evidently satisfied in V. For the rest of the identities in U(m, su sn), let 
7t€T andlet aj=aJ+1(ft) be one of the formulae listed in (1). Denoting k(slt ...,s„) 
by k, we can compute: 
fj(xin: i k) =fj(y„v: i k) =fj(jignv: i ^ k), by Claim 1, 
= fj(ytqv- i = k) 
—fj{yiuP'- i = k)> by the commutativity of the diagram, 
=fj(ip: i S k) = /}(/': i ^ k)p = ajp = aJ+1p, since A Q Ke rp , 
=/}+i0': i ^ k)p —fj+i(ip: i S k) =fJ+1(yttip: i s k) 
=fj+iiyiQv: i ^ k), by the commutativity of the diagram, 
= / } + i ( . V o : i = k ) 
=fj+i(yi*v- i = by Claim 1, 
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Therefore the identity /}(*,•„: i^k)=fj+1(xiiz: isk) holds in F(XK), whence it 
holds in V as well. Hence V satisfies (ii). 
To prove the converse, let V be a variety satisfying (ii). Let 0, f j be congruences 
of an algebra A in V such that 0 V $ = 0 V We have to show that 0 V $ E 0 V A f)), 
which is clearly equivalent to Let a0, ax be arbitrary elements 
of A that are congruent modulo We define an infinite sequence s and assign 
an element a-, in A to each vertex i of G(s) by means of induction. Let sx^2 be 
the smallest integer for which o\j/o0o{jio... factors) and let us 
choose elements ctj ( 2 ^ j ^ k ( s x ) = s i ) from A such that 
(ao,a2)£<P, 
0aj,a j+1)e<p for j odd, 
(as i, a^dtp provided sx is odd, 
Ca}, a / + i ) € $ for j even, 2 =s j < Sl, 
(aSl,aj)£\}f, provided sx is even. 
Then G ^ ) and the elements chosen from A have the following property: 
(3) if the graph has an edge ( i , j ) coloured by n then (a,-, a})£ft. 
Suppose slt ...,J„ and a, (j^k(sx, ..., sn)) are already defined. Then let J„+ 1S2 
be the smallest integer such that G(sx, ...,sn,s„+x) has property (3) with appro-
priate further elements at£A (k(sx, ..., k(sx, ..., sn, sn+1)) associated with 
the new vertices. There exist such an integer s„+1 and such elements at£A, since 
whenever we have elements b, c, d and e in A with (b, c)£\j/' and (d, e)£fj then, 
by ij/QQVfj and fjQQS/ij/, there are integers t, t' such that (b, c)£0of\o0of\o ... 
(t factors) and {d, e)£0o\j/o0o\jfo... (t 'factors). 
Let m and n be the integers that exist by (ii) for the sequence s=(s1} s2, sSt ...) 
constructed above and let f0,fx, ...,fm be (k(sx, ..., i„) + l)-ary terms satisfying 
the identities of U(m, sx, ..., s„) throughout V. Let k stand for k(sx, ..., sn). It 
remains to show that 
fjipc. i k) =fj+1(ai: i == k) (0) for j even, 
(4) fj(at: i S k) = /}+1(a,-: i S k) ($) for j odd and 
f j ( f l t : i k) = / y + 1 ( a , : i S k) ( f )) for j odd. 
Indeed, then (a0, a 1 )=( / 0 (a i : /m(a ( : M)o... (m 
factors) g^VOM*?), completing the proof. Since (a ;, follows from 
(3), for j even we can compute : 
/}(«,: i S k) 0fj(aiq>: i S k) =fj+1(ai9: i s? k)0fj+1(ai: i k). 
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Hence fj(at: ¡'^A:)s/J.+1(ai: i^k) ($) holds for j even and the rest of (4) follows 
similarly. The proof of the Theorem is complete. 
4. Concluding remarks. In this section we mention some statements concerning 
congruence semi-distributivity. The proofs are omitted because they are easy but 
most of them would require a long formulation. 
A variety V is said to be n-permutable (nS2) if q>\/4i = (po\j/o<po^/o... (n 
factors) holds for any congruences (p and ip of any algebra in V. It is easy to see that 
the method we used yields the following result, too. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. An m-permutable variety V is congruence semi-distributive if 
and only if U(m, m, ..., m) (where m occurs n +1 times) holds in V for some n^ 1. 
Making use of Claim 1 it can be shown that whenever 'U(m, sL, ..., s„) holds 
in a variety V then U(m +1, slt ..., sn) and U(m, slt ..., sn, sn+1) hold in V as well. 
Therefore, condition (ii) in the Theorem is equivalent to : 
(iii) For any infinite sequence s=( i 1 , s2, ss, ...) of integers (i= 1, 2, 3, ...) 
there exists an integer n ^ l such that U(n, slt ..., sn) holds in V. 
In some varieties the terms and identities are easy to handle. For example, it 
is not hard to check that there are no m,n^2 for which U ^m, 3,2, ..., - i (5—(—l)")j 
holds in the variety of semilattices. Therefore the variety of semilattices is not 
congruence semi-distributive. However, as it was shown by PAPERT [5], it is con-
gruence dually semi-distributive. 
As a non-trivial example of varieties satisfying the conditions of the Theorem 
we can mention Polin's variety P . Indeed, as it was shown by DAY and FREESE [1], 
P is congruence semi-distributive, but it is even not congruence modular. 
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